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nder follow

ing TOE's ( 2 copies

each ) :

5-36 5-606

5-49 6-126

5-52 6-136

5-112 6–316

5-116 6-326

5-327 6-401

5-343 6-416

5-346 6-426

5-348 6-501

5-372 6-536

5 376 6-576

5-605 6-616

7-2

NG : State AG ( 3 ) ; Units — Same as Active Army except allowance is one copy to each unit.

USAR : Same as Active Army except allowance is one copy to each unit.

For explanation of abbreviations used, see AR 320–50.

AIR FORCE :

“ F."

MARINE CORPS :

4000 ( less 4033 ), 6600, 7000 (ABP, A03c) , 7370 ( less 7373, 7380 ) ( 1 ) , 1025, 3710, 3740, 3760,

6025, 6905, 6908 ( 2 ) , 6912, 7315, 7373, 7380 ( 2) , 4033 ( 25 ), 7233 ( 50) .

This manual supersedes and replaces FM 30–30 /NAVAER 00–80T -75 /AFM 50–40 NAVMC 2522

44-112

7-52 44-236

8137 44-237

8–500 ( AA- 44-446

AH ) 44-447

10-201 44-536

10-202 44-537

10-206 44-544

11-17 44–546

11-67 44-547

11-68 51-2

11-96 52-2

11-117 55-56

17-26 55-57

17-36 55-58

29-407 55-79

29-500 (EA- 55–456

EI) 55457

3046 55-458

32-52 55-500 (AA

39-52 AE )

39-61 55–510 (AA,

39_62 AB)

44-2

44-12

44-102

of June 1959.
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ossary - 29

Illustrated Recognition Features - 34

classified aircraft recognition information .
Annotated Aircraft Illustrations. 35

New types of aircraft, design changes in National Military Aircraft Markings---- 36

present aircraft, and discarding of old air

craft will necessitate revisions. Therefore, Following is a list of all the aircraft

from time to time supplements will be pub
covered in this manual. Three types of

lished and distributed for insertion in the coverage are used : full-page coverage,

manual. partial-page coverage, and photograph

The following is a complete in-line as
coverage only. Aircraft which receive

sembly arrangement of the publication. It full- page coverage are preceded in the list

is important that the standard continuity
by an asterisk ( * ) , those with partial-page

be maintained at all times in order that coverage are preceded by a double asterisk

revisions and supplements may be entered
( ** ) , and those aircraft which have photo

without delay or confusion. Material is
graph coverage only have nothing pre

grouped by section index tabs, and pagina
ceding them. The tab pages facilitate the

tion is not employed in the body of the
locating of a particular aircraft once it

manual. has been determined in which section the

aircraft is contained. Those aircraft that

Title Page -
receive full-page coverage are located after

Record of Revisions and Supplements the tab pages marked Major Aircraft.

Introduction ... Aircraft with partial-page coverage or

Uniform Classification of Aircraft ..
photograph coverage only are placed after

U.S. Aircraft Names and Designations

the tab pages marked Other Aircraft. In

Designation of Naval Aircraft ....

the Other Aircraft sections, aircraft with

Designation of Air Force Aircraft

Foreign Aircraft Manufacturers 22 photograph coverage only follow those

Designation of Service Aircraft Engines.. 25

I

IV
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5

7

12

12

with partial-page coverage.

U.S. NAVY

*AD

*AD-5

*A3D (USAF B -66 )

*A4D

* A2F

*AJ

*A3J

*F3D

*F4D

*F9F

F9F -8P

F9F-8T

*F11F

*F2H

*FЗН

*F4H

* FJ - 2, 3

* FJ - 4

*F8U

GV-1 (USAF C-130)

HOK

H045

HRS

HR2S

HSS

HSS2

HTL - 5

HTL - 7

HUK

HU2K

HUL

HUP

HUS (See HSS)

JD

**OE (See U.S. Army L - 19)

** P4M

*P5M

* P2V

* P3V

** R4D - 8 (USAF C -47)

**R5D (See USAF C -54)

**R6D ( See USAF C - 118)

** R4Q (See USAF C - 119)

**R7V (See USAF C-121C)

** R4Y ( See USAF C-131 )

SNB ( See USAF C -45 )

* S2F

T - 28
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HC-1B

**HU-1A

** L - 19A

** L - 20A

** L - 23D

U-1A

U.S. COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT

Boeing 707

Boeing 720

Convair 880

Douglas DC-7

Douglas DC-8

Fairchild F27 Friendship

Grumman Gulfstream

Lockheed Electra

Vickers Viscount

UNITED KINGDOM

** Argosy

Auster

**Ayro 748

Belvedere

** Beverley

** Britannia

Britannic

*Buccaneer

* Canberra

**Comet

**Devon

Dragonfly

FD - 2

** Freighter

*Gannet

*Gnat

**Hastings

Herald

Heron

* Hunter

* Javelin

**Jet Provost

* Lightning

*Meteor

Pembroke

Pioneer

**Provost

SC . 1

*Scimitar

*Sea Hawk

** Sea Prince

*Sea Venom

*Sea Vixen

*Shackleton

Skeeter

* Swift

Sycamore

Trident (D.H. 121 )

Twin Pioneer

** Valetta /Varsity

*Valiant

** Vampire Trainer

**Vanguard

V.C. 10

*Victor

**Viscount

*Vulcan

Wasp

**Wayfarer

Wessex

Westminster

Whirlwind
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I

Aquilon

Avro York

Brequet 765 Saharé

**Brequet 941 Intégral

**Broussard

**Caravelle

Djinn

*Etendard IV

F4U-7

**Flamant

Frelon

Griffon II

HD-321

**Magister

*Mirage III

**Mirage IV

Mistral

*Mystère

**Noratlas

**Nord 3202

**Nord 3400

Ouragan

**Paris

S -58

S.E. 161 Languedoc

S.O. 30P Bretagne

S.O. 95 Corse II

** Spirale

**Super Broussard

*Super Mystère

TBM Avenger

*Vautour

** Voltigeur

SWEDEN

J – 28C (Vampire Trainer)

* J - 29

* J - 32

J - 33 (Venom )

J - 34

* J -35

**SAAB-91

Scandia

TP - 46 (Dove)

TP - 83 (Pembroke)

OTHER FOREIGN AIR FORCES

Other air forces of the world and their equipment are listed alphabetically .
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d time . During the

heat of combat, when your life and those

of others are jeopardized, you will find it

difficult to remain cool and collected, and

there will be no time to weigh decisions .

You must act instinctively. With this in

mind training periods are designed to de

velop a man's knowledge and skill , sharpen

his tactics, and improve his judgment.

Recognition training is given because

visual recognition of aircraft plays a vital

part in many combat situations. As long

as men fly in airplanes and anti -aircraft

gunners are called upon to track and fire

at low -flying aircraft, someone must dis

tinguish FRIEND from FOE, to prevent

the tragic “ mistakes” that are bound to oc

cur when the fighting man is not fully

trained.

There are those who believe that with

supersonic aircraft one will not have the

time to identify aircraft visually. Expe

rienced pilots who have considerable time

or flight experience in supersonic aircraft

say that it is possible to recognize target

aircraft 98 percent of the time during su

personic passes before firing range is

reached . And they say with supersonic

flight experience and aircraft recognition

training, 100 percent recognition is possi

ble. Speeds are a matter of relativity .

The closure rate for supersonic combat

cannot be high if the weapons are to be ef

fective - 50 to 100 knots in most effective

types of passes before the point of break

away . So, rate of travel of modern com

bat aircraft doesn't mean that visual rec

ognition is obsolete ; it means it must be

better than ever. Positive recognition at

maximum distance, under minimum visual

conditions, demands that greater effort and

more practice be given during recognition

training.

Then there are those who maintain that

electronic identification equipment makes

visual recognition unnecessary. This is

something to strive for; but for the pres

ent, at least, it is only a partial answer.

Radar, like all other electronic equipment,

is subject to malfunctioning, damage in

combat, or countering by enemy electronic

jamming. In addition, it has other definite

limitations, such as its inability to pick up

low-flying aircraft on specific targets when

many targets saturate the scope. Radar,

then, can be termed a valuable support to

visual recognition, but not a replacement

for it. Electronic devices, if properly used

and correctly operating, can seek out other

aircraft, track the interceptor to within fir

ing range, and even automatically fire the

rockets or cannon , but the pilot can best

determine whether the target is friend or

enemy and permit or prevent its destruc

tion.

Recognizing friend and foe is not the

only function of visual recognition. It is

also a source of intelligence information .

This is a wartime as well as a peacetime

factor that is often overlooked . A new

type of aircraft spotted in a certain theater

of operations may be an important clue

to a new tactical situation . Incomplete and

inaccurate reports of visual aircraft sight

ings would cause needless confusion and

might result in disaster. As recently as

the Suez crisis, inaccurate aircraft sighting

reports created many hectic hours and con

siderable consternation for the staffs in

Washington and the Mediterranean Thea

ter,
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to identify the military

aircraft of the world, but recognition skill

is a kind of first aid — anyone may need to

apply it at any time.

Airplanes, like automobiles and people,

do differ. Trained observation can detect

their underlying differences. Success in air

craft recognition depends upon complete fa

miliarity with aircraft appearances accord

ing to the “ total form ” concept. This can be

achieved only by continued study, aug

mented by a number of training devices

available for this purpose. It is the aim

of the Aircraft Recognition Manual to sup

plement the use of such training aids and

to provide a convenient volume of refer

of the plane's overall configuration , or “ to

tal form ." Each element should be exam

ined, not as a recognition feature in itself,

but as an integral part of the plane's gen

eral design.

Although the substance of an airplane is

only the summation of its parts, its appear

ance evolves not only from the characteris

tics of its components but also from the

way such components are visually related

to each other. It will be found much less

difficult to remember the appearance of an

airplane as a unit than to try to keep sep

arately in mind the characteristics of all

its major parts. Learning the airplane this

way is not only easier but much more effec

tive when the time comes for putting the

knowledge to work .

Recognition skill endures only with prac

tice . No one is ever permanently checked

out to the extent that he need no longer

study. Constant review sparked by an

aroused interest and enthusiasm is essen

tial as long as the recognition requirement

exists.

With this in mind the members of the

U.S. Armed Forces can improve their ac

quaintance with the military aircraft of the

United States and the aircraft produced and

flown by other nations of the world. In ad

dition, commercial aircraft which are seen

on all airways will be of military interest to

the armed services, for it is a certainty that

any commercial aircraft which can be used

as military transports and liaison or obser

vation planes will be so utilized by the enemy

if the need should ever arise.

ence.

Airplanes must be studied in detail in

order to gain familiarity with the distin

guishing features of their particular

shapes, but two pitfalls should be avoided :

1. Minor details, no matter how dis

tinctive, should not be emphasized as they

are unlikely to be visible at critical ranges.

2. In analyzing an airplane part by

part, care must be taken not to lose sight

UNIFORM CLASSIFICATION OF AIRCRAFT

Uniform Classification for Use in Com 2. Fighter

bining USAF, Navy, and Foreign Aircraft a. Interceptor

Airplanes
b. All-Weather

1. Bomber
c . Penetration

3. Reconnaissance
a . Heavy or Heavy Patrol

b . Medium or Medium Patrol a. Strategic

c. Light or Light Patrol b. Support - Tactical

d. Attack

5



( 3 ) Light

5. Trainer

a. Advanced

b. Primary and Basic

6. Search and Rescue

7. Communications-Utility

8. Special Research

Other Aircraft

9. Target

a. Capable of Carrying Pilot

b. Not Capable of Carrying Pilot

10. Pilotless Aircraft

a . Capable of Carrying Pilot

b. Not Capable of Carrying Pilot

11. Guided Missiles

12. Glider

13. Lighter -Than-Air Craft

(2 ) Turboprop

( a ) Pusher

(b ) Tractor

b. Turbojet

c. Rocket

d. Ramjet

e. Pulsejet

f . Combination of Above

4. Guidance

a. Piloted

b. Remotely Controlled

( 1 ) Beam Rider

(2 ) Command Guidance

( 3 ) Celestial Navigation

(4 ) Homing ( specify )

5. Type of Base

a. Land

( 1 ) Skis

(2 ) Tractor

( 3 ) Bicycle

(4 ) Tricycle

( 5 ) Conventional-Tail Support

b. Ship

( 1 ) Carrier

( 2 ) Noncarrier ( specify type)

c. Water

(1 ) Pontoons

(2) Hull

d. Amphibian

e. Parasitic

f. Pantobase

6. Specialized Equipment

a. Antisubmarine

b. Early -Warning

c. Radar-Radio Countermeasures

d. Control of Remotely Controlled

Aircraft

7. Missiles

a. Air-to-Air

b. Air-to-Surface

c . Air -to -Underwater

d. Surface - to -Air

e . Surface - to -Surface

f. Surface -to -Underwater

g. Underwater-to-Air

h. Underwater -to -Surface

Information Useful in Subclassification of

the Above

1. Basic Configuration

a. Fixed Wing

b. Helicopter

c. Autogiro

2. Number of Engines

3. Type of Propulsion

a. Propeller

( 1 ) Reciprocating Engine ( Radial

and In-line )

(a ) Pusher

(b ) Tractor

6



merican

Vigilante North American

Patrol.. P4M.

P5M

P2V

РЗУ .

Mercator..

Marlin

Neptune

Orion

Martin

Martin

Lockheed

Lockheed
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9.. Flying Schoolroom ..

TV2 .

T34

Shooting Star...

Mentor

T - 33

T - 34 ..

T - 37.

T - 38

T - 39 .

Talon.-

Sabreliner .

Pinto .

Beech

North American

Convair (Consoli

dated - Vultee)

Lockheed

Beech

Cessna

Northrop

North American

North American

Lockheed

North American

Boeing

Lockheed

Consolidated -Vultee

-

T2J .

T2V

TB-25 ..

TB - 47 ...

TC - 121.

TF-102 .

Mitchell

Stratojet

SA 16 .-- UF... Albatross GrummanSEARCH

RESCUE

SB 29... Boeing

-

Superfortress

- - - -

9



de Havilland

L - 20 ...

UC-1 .
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Designation of Naval Aircraft

Model designations for experimental,

evaluation, and production naval aircraft

are composed of one each of the following

elements ( 1 through 8 ) in the order listed,

as applicable, unless otherwise noted .

1. PREFIX LETTER. Prefix letters are

as follows :

X Experimental Models

Y Evaluation ( Test ) Models

No prefix letter is used for production

models.

2. TYPE LETTER. Type letters are as

follows :

Hea vier-Tha n - A ir (FixedWing )

( Omitted from designation )

H Heavier - Than -Air ( Rotary Wing)

Z Lighter - Than -Air

D Remotely Controlled Tactical Airborne

Vehicle

Code Letter Designer

A Ryan Aeronautical Co.

B Beech Aircraft Corp.

с The deHavilland Aircraft of Canada

Ltd.

D Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.

E Cessna Aircraft Co.

E Hiller Helicopters

F Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.

G Goodyear Aircraft Corp.

Hн McDonnell Aircraft Corp.

J North American Aviation, Inc.

K Kaman Aircraft Corp.

L Bell Aircraft Corp.

The Martin Co.

N Gyrodyne Company of America, Inc.

P Vertol Aircraft Corp.

(Formerly Piasecki Helicopter Corp. )

Q Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corp.

( Fairchild Aircraft Div .)

S Sikorsky Aircraft Div . of United Air

craft Corp.

T Temco Aircraft Corp.

U Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc.

V Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

Y Convair Division ( A Division of Gen

eral Dynamics Corp.)

M

3. CLASS ( BASIC Mission )MISSION ) LETTER.

Class (basic mission ) letters

follows :

are as

Class Letter Basic Mission

A Attack

F Fighter

G In -Flight Refueling Tanker

0 Observation

P Patrol

R Transport

S. Antisubmarine

T Training

U Utility

W Airborne Early Warning

4. DESIGN NUMBER. The design num

ber indicates the sequence number of the

6. MODIFICATION DASH NUMBER. The

modification dash number indicates modifi

cations to the original design. The " -1"

indicates the original design, and succeed

ing dash numbers indicate the first modifi

cation, second modification, etc.

12



Second

Sikorsky Transport)

Designer's Code Letter

( Sikorsky )
P

Q

R

S

T

U

W

z

c. Typical Example of a Lighter- Than

Air Aircraft, XZS2G - 1 .

X Z S 2 G 1

Prefix Letter

(Experimental)

Modification

Dash Number

( First Model)

Type Letter

(Lighter- Than -Air )

Designer's

Code Letter

(Goodyear)

8. SUFFIX NUMBER. A suffix number

may be added after the suffix letter when

an aircraft configuration is modernized

with different equipment without chang

ing its special mission . The numeral “ 1 ”

indicates the first configuration, and suc

ceeding numerals indicate second, third

configuration, etc.

Class

( Basic Mission )

Letter

(Anti-Submarine )

Design Number

(Second Goodyear

Anti-Submarine)
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perimental,

evaluation, training, and production guided

missiles are composed of the following ele

ments ( 1 through 6) in the order listed, as

applicable.

1. PREFIX LETTERS. One or more pre

fix letters are used as follows :

R Denotes a missile used for obtaining ba

sic engineering information , or for

testing components or techniques ap

plicable to guided missiles.

x Denotes experimental models

Y Denotes operational evaluation models

T Denotes operational training models

No prefix letter is used for production tac

tical models.

2. CLASS ( BASIC MISSION ) LETTERS.

One of the following two letter combina

tions is used to indicate basic mission for

which designed :

of one type and are designated by the

letter “ M.”

4. SERVICE OR DEVELOPING AGENCY LET

The letter “ N ” after the type letter

indicates the missile has been developed by

the U.S. Navy. A dash is inserted before

and after the Service letter.

5. DESIGN NUMBER. A number follow

ing the Service letter indicates the Navy

design number in consecutive order within

the class of missiles.

6. MODIFICATION LETTER OR LETTERS.

A lower - case letter beginning with " a " and

continuing alphabetically indicates succes

sive design modifications ; " a ” indicates

first modification ; “ b ” indicates second

modification , etc.

7. EXAMPLES OF GUIDED MISSILE MODEL

DESIGNATIONS. The following examples il

lustrate the use of the elements described

above in establishing guided missile model

designations.

a. Typical Example of an Air -to -Sur

face Guided Missile, XASM - N - 2b

X AS M -N- 2 b

Prefix Letter

(Experimental)

Modification

Letter

(Second

Modification )

Class

(Basic Mission )

Letter

(Air -to -Surface )

Design Number

( Second

Navy Design )

Developing

Type Letter Agency Letter

(Missile ) (Navy )

b. Typical Example of an Air -to -Air

Guided Missile, TAAM - N - 6

T AA M -N- 6

Prefix Letter

( Training )
Class Letter Basic Mission

Design

Number

(Sixth Navy

Design )
AA Air-to-Air

AS Air-to-Surface

AU Air -to -Underwater

SS Surface-to-Surface

SA Surface -to -Air

SU Surface-to-Underwater

3. TYPE LETTER. Guided missiles are

Class

(Basic Mission )

Letter

(Air-to -Air )

Developing Agency
Letter

(Navy )

Type Letter

(Missile )

14



econd Design

X KD 2 R - 5

Modification

Prefix Letter Dash Number

(Experimental) (Fifth

Modification )

as Type Letters

(KD)

Designer's Code

Letter

(Radioplane)

Design Number

(Second Radioplane Design )

KD Targets

KD targets are originally designed with

out provisions for a human pilot and are

intended for use as targets. Model desig

nations for KD targets are composed of

one each of the following elements ( 1

through 5 ) in the order listed,

applicable.

1. PREFIX LETTER. Prefix letters are

as follows :

X Experimental models

Y Evaluation ( test) models

2. TYPE LETTERS. KD targets are of

one type and are designated by the letters

“ KD. "

3. DESIGN NUMBER. The design num

ber indicates the sequence number of the

designer's KD target, except that for the

first design , the numeral “ 1 ” is omitted .

4. DESIGNER'S CODE LETTER. Design

er's code letters are assigned only to com

panies designing the KD target. KD

targets manufactured by companies other

than the original designer carry the code

letter of the original designer. However,

a different modification dash number may

be used. Designer's code letters have

been established as follows :

Designation of Air Force Aircraft

The basic components of an Air Force

aircraft designation consist of the type

letter, model number, series letter, and

block number and may include the prefix

letter and/or classification letter, if appli

cable. A complete designation of a typical

aircraft is as follows :

J R B 50 A BQ 30 45 61717 A

Classifi

cation Component

Assignment

Prefix

Type Ser. No.

Model

Series

Fiscal Year

of Procure

ment

Authorization

Block

No.

Manu

facturer

Code Letter Designer

A Ryan Aeronautical Co.

B Beech Aircraft Corp.

G Globe Corp.

R Radioplane Co.

T Temco Aircraft Corp.

U Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc.

1. CLASSIFICATION LETTER. Aircraft

may have one of the following classification

letters where applicable :

15



ial Test Aircraft on special test

G

Title Description

Facility check- Aircraft electronic devices

ing . permit facility checking

of navigational aids by

Airways and Air Com

munications Service .

Example : AC - S4D .

Transport Aircraft designed prima

rily for the purpose of

carrying cargo and /or

passengers . Aircraft

having a payload capac

ity of the basic mission

greater than 2,000

pounds.

Director Aircraft capable of con

trolling a drone aircraft

or a guided missile . Ex

ample : DF-80, DB- 17 .

Early warning Aircraft having electronic

devices to permitem

ployment as an early

warning radar station .

Example : EC-121C, EB

29 .

Carrier Aircraft capable of carry

ing or storing within the

aircraft a parasite-type

aerial vehicle. Example :

GB-36 .

Tanker Aircraft having special

equipment to provide

in - flight refueling of

other aircraft . Example :

KB-29 .

Medical Aircraft having equipment

such as litters, galleys,

heated -blanket outlets,

and special oxygen out

lets and which are specif

ically intended for

transportation of med

ical patients.

Passenger Aircraft having permanent

projects by authorized

activities and aircraft on

bailment contract , whose

configuration is drasti

cally changed so that re

turn of the aircraft to its

original configuration is

beyond practicable or

economical limits.

X Experimental Aircraft in a develop

mental , experimental

stage ; basic type and

model have been de

signed but not estab

lished as a standard air

craft for service use .

Y Prototype Aircraft procured in lim

ited quantities to de

velop the potentialities

of the model . Normally

these aircraft will be

produced on experi

mental tooling and will

remain in test status for

the life of the aircraft.

(Aircraft procured for

development tests and

produced on production

tooling will be desig

nated by basic type and

model . At such time as

these aircraft are modi

fied to a standard pro

duction configuration

they will be redesig

nated appropriately .

Example: T-37 , redesig

nated to T-37A . )

2. PREFIX LETTER. The prefix is a

single letter used to indicate the current

usage of an aircraft when it is so modified

that its original intended usage is no longer

applicable or when an aircraft has an

added or restrictive capability. Examples :

structural provisions for

the transportation of pas

sengers and which can

not be readily modified

at base level for the

conversion of the air

craft to carry cargo .

K

M

P.

16



-29 .

Aircraft having training

equipment installed for

purposes of conducting

training missions. Ex

ample: TC-54 , TB-50.

Aircraft having accommo

dations such as chairs ,

tables , lounge, berths,

etc., for the transporta

tion of staff personnel .

Example : VC-121 , VC

131 .

Aircraft having meteorolo

gical equipment perma

nently installed . Ex

ample : WB-29, WB-50 .

Aircraft used for weath

er reconnaissance with

out inclusion of perma

nently installed mete

orological equipment

will not be designated

by the prefix "W.”

V Staff

H

W Weather

Title Description

Bomber Aircraft designed prima

rily for the purpose of

bombing enemy targets.

Transport Aircraft designed prima

rily for the purpose of

carrying cargo and /or

passengers . Aircraft

having this type letter

will be those having a

payload capacity of the

basic mission greater

than 2,000 pounds.

Fighter Aircraft designed prima

rily for the interception

and destruction of other

aircraft and /or missiles .

Aircraft of this type will

include those of basic

fighter type modified or

designed to carry arma

ments used for destruc

tion of enemy ground

targets.

Helicopter A rotary -wing aircraft de

signed to fly in any

plane - horizontal, ver

tical , or diagonal .

Tanker Aircraft designed primari

ly to provide in - flight re

fueling of other aircraft .

Liaison Aircraft designed prima

rily for the purpose of

carrying small loads for

relatively short dis

tances . This type letter

will be used to indicate

those aircraft used for

artillery spotting and

other liaison missions .

Reconnaissance Aircraft designed prima

rily for reconnaissance

purposes , utilizing sep

arately or in combina

tion photographic, elec

tronic , infrared , and/or

other detection devices .

Training Aircraft designed prima

rily for the purpose of

training personnel in the

operation of aircraft

and/or related equip

ment, and having pro

visions for instructor

personnel

K

L

R

Aircraft currently bearing prefix letters ,

“ B ," " F ,” “ L ,” and “ Z ," will remain so

designated until modified to return them

to their basic type or removed from the

active inventory. This provision also ap

plies to the “ A ” prefix on C -47 and C - 54

aircraft.

3. TYPE LETTER. A type letter is used

to indicate basic -mission grouping of the

aircraft, as bombers, fighters, transports,

etc. A type letter will be assigned when a

new aircraft is designed. The type letters

approved for current use are as follows :

T
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cal aircraft.

Aircraft having type letters “ A ,” “ G ,”

“ Q ,” “ S ” will remain so designated until

these aircraft are removed from the active

aircraft inventory.

4. MODEL NUMBER. A model number is

used to denote a general design of aircraft

within a type. New model numbers will

be assigned to aircraft when an existing

model is redesigned to an extent that it no

longer reflects the general configuration of

the original model. Examples of changes

requiring model redesignations are as fol

lows :

a. Changing the quantity of engines of

a specific model. (Model number changes

are not mandatory if a given type and

model aircraft is modified to include

auxiliary power units, for example,

B - 36B to B - 36D .)

b. Changing the wing design of a spe

cific model from a straight-wing to a

swept-wing design .

c. Changing the empennage of a spe

cific model from straight to swept sur

faces or the relocation of the empennage.

Model changes will be assigned the next

consecutive number above the last assigned

model number in a type.

5. SERIES LETTER. Series letters are

used to denote major changes in the air

craft structure or in equipment which re

sult in significant changes to the aircraft

a . A change is made in the engine

which materially affects the performance

rating or precludes or affects inter

changeability of engines in an aircraft.

( Specific examples :-Change from recip

rocating to turboprop engine - C - 121A ,

R3350–75 to YC-121F, T - 34 - P - 6 or

change in engine model - B -47B , J47–

GE - 23 to B -47E , J47 -GE - 25 .)

b. A change is made in propellers

which precludes or affects interchange

ability (Curtiss instead of Hamilton

Standard ) or flying characteristics of an

aircraft ( 13ft -hin. propeller instead of a

12ft - 6in . propeller ).

c. A major change in primary installed

armament. (Addition or relocation of

turrets, addition or deletion of guns, in

stallation of 20-mm guns in place of .50

caliber guns, etc. )

Series changes will be assigned the next

consecutive alphabetic designation above

the last assigned series letter of a specific

type and model. To avoid confusion, the

letters “ I ” and “ O ” will not be used as

series letters.

6. MANUFACTURER'S CODE. The letters

denoting the prime contractor of an air

craft are placed following the series letters

(or the model number, if a series letter is

not applicable ). Two letters are used to

represent the prime contractor of the air

craft. Following is a list of the manufac

turers ' codes.

Code

AD

AE

AH

Manufacturer Address

Aero Design & Engi- Bethany, Okla.

neering Co.

Aeronca Aircraft Corp. Middletown, Ohio

American Helicopter Manhattan Beach,

Co., Inc. Calif.

Bell Aircraft Corp. Atlanta , Ga.

Bell Aircraft Corp. Buffalo , N.Y.

Bell Aircraft Corp. Fort Worth , Tex.

Beech Aircraft Corp. Wichita , Kans .

BA

BE

BF

BH
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Mich .

pany, Inc.

CO Convair (Consolidated- San Diego, Calif.

Vultee Aircraft

Corp.)

CS Curtis -Wright Corp. St. Louis, Mo.

CU Curtis-Wright Corp. Buffalo , N.Y.

DC Douglas Aircraft Co. Chicago , Ill .

DH DeHavilland Aircraft Toronto, Canada

DK Douglas Aircraft Co. Oklahoma City,

Okla.

DL Douglas Aircraft Co. Long Beach , Calif.

DM Doman Helicopter, Inc. Danbury, Conn .

DO Douglas Aircraft Co. Santa Monica,

Calif.

DT Douglas Aircraft Co. Tulsa , Okla.

FA Fairchild Aircraft Hagerstown, Md.

Division

FL Fleetwings, Inc. Bristol, Pa.

FO Ford Motor Co. Willow Run , Mich .

FT Fletcher Aviation Pasadena, Calif.

Corp.

GA G & A Aircraft Co. Willow Grove , Pa .

GK General Motors Kansas City, Kans.

GR Grumman Aircraft Bethpage, Long

Corp. Island , N.Y.

HE Helio Aircraft Corp. Norwood , Mass .

HU Hughes Aircraft Co. Culver City , Calif.

KA Kaman Helicopter Windsor Locks,

Corp.
Conn.

KE Kellet Autogyro Corp. Philadelphia, Pa.

KM Kaiser Manufacturing
Willow Run, Mich .

Corp.

LK Laister -Kauffman Air- St. Louis, Mo.

craft Co.

LM Lockheed Aircraft Marietta , Ga .

Corp.

LO Lockheed Aircraft Burbank , Calif.

Corp.

MA Martin Co., The Baltimore, Md .

Glenn L.

MC McDonnell Aircraft St. Louis, Mo.

Corp.

MH McCulloch Motors Los Angeles, Calif.

Corp.

Code Manufacturer Address

MO Martin Co. , The Omaha , Nebr.

Glenn L.

NA North American Avia- Inglewood , Calif.

tion , Inc.

NC North American Avia- Kansas City, Kans.

tion , Inc.

ND Noordyn Aviation Co. , Montreal , Canada

Limited

NF North American Avia- Fresno, Calif.

tion , Inc.

NH North American Avia- Columbus, Ohio

tion , Inc.

NK Nash -Kelvinator Corp. Detroit, Mich .

NO Northrop Aircraft, Inc. Hawthorne, Calif.

NT North American Dallas, Tex .

Aviation Inc.

NW Northwestern St. Paul , Minn.

Aeronautical Corp.

PH Piasecki Helicopter Morton, Pa .

Corp.

PI Piper Aircraft Corp. Lockhaven , Pa .

PL Platt-LePage Aircraft Eddystone, Pa.

Co.

RE Republic Aviation Farmingdale,

Corp. Long Island ,

N.Y.

RP The Radioplane Co. Van Nuys, Calif.

RY Ryan Aeronautical Co. San Diego , Calif.

SA Stroukoff Aircraft West Trenton ,

Corp. N.J.

SE Seibel Helicopter Co. Wichita , Kans.

SI Sikorsky Aircraft Stratford , Conn .

Division

TG Texas Engineering & Greenville, Tex .

Manufacturing Co.

TP Texas Engineering & Grand Prairie,

Manufacturing Co. Tex..

UH United Helicopter Palto Alto, Calif.

Corp.

VE Vega Aircraft Corp. Burbank , Calif.

VI Canadian Vickers, Montreal, Quebec,

Limited Canada

VL Vertol Aircraft Corp. Morton, Pa .

VU Vultee Aircraft Corp. Downey , Calif .

VW Vultee Aircraft Corp. Wayne, Mich .

WC Waco Aircraft Co. Troy, Ohio

7. BLOCK NUMBER. The production

block number is used to show normal pro

duction changes affecting the aircraft de

sign and/or installed equipment. The

block numbering system consists of the as

signment of production blocks, starting at

05 and progressing in multiples of five.
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aft was

authorized. This number will be applied to

each aircraft immediately preceding the se

rial number.

9. SERIAL NUMBER. The serial number

of an aircraft represents the sequential

number from a block of numbers assigned

to a specific type and model of aircraft

when the contract for that aircraft is let .

Sequence of numbers is maintained with

reference to the total procurement of air

craft and guided missiles authorized from

a specific fiscal year. Aircraft of a specific

type and model procured from the same or

a subsequent fiscal year under another con

tract are assigned numbers applicable to

the fiscal year from which the new contract

was authorized.

10. COMPONENT ASSIGNMENT LETTER .

This letter is placed on each aircraft to de

note the component to which it is assigned .

The authorized component assignment let

ters are as follows:

Classifi

cation

1. CLASSIFICATION LETTER. The clas

sification letter indicates missiles being used

for experimentation or service test. The

classification letters authorized for use are :

Classi

fication

Title Definition

x Experimental Missile in a developmen

tal , experimental stage

with basic type and

model designed , not es

tablished as a standard

missile for service use .

Y Prototype Missiles procured in lim

ited quantities to de

velop the potentialities

of the model . Normal

ly these missiles will

be produced on experi

mental tooling and will

remain in test status for

the life of the missile .

( Missiles procured for

development tests and

produced on production

tooling will be desig

nated by the basic type

and model . At such

time as these missiles

are modified to a stand

ard production config

uration they will be

redesignated appropri

ately . )

2. PREFIX LETTER. The prefix letter is

used to indicate the current usage of a

guided missile when it is modified to a con

figuration other than its original one, or

when it has an added or restrictive capac

ity. Currently approved prefix letters are :

Prefix

Letter Title Definition

I Interceptor A dual-capacity guided

missile which can be

used as an interceptor

and also strategically,

tactically, etc.

U.S. Air Force...

U.S. Army-

Air Reserve

ROTC ---

Air National Guard .

A

G

R

T

N

Guided Missile Designation

The basic components of a missile desig

nation , as those of aircraft, consist of a

type letter, model number, series letter,

block number and may include prefix and/

or classification letters if applicable. A

complete designation of a typical guided

missile is as follows :
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on.

RM Reconnaissance A tactical , strategic or

Missile interceptor missile

employed in the

reconnaissance role.

SM Strategic A guided missile em

Missile ployed in the Air Force

strategic mission .

TM Tactical Missile A guided missile em

ployed in the Air Force

tactical mission.

X Research
A guided missile pri

marily designed for

the purpose of testing

designs of a radical

nature. These missiles

are not normally

intended for use as

functional missiles.

4. MODEL NUMBER.—Model numbers

are used to denote a general design of

guided missiles within a type. New model

numbers will be assigned to a missile when

an existing model is redesigned to an ex

tent that it no longer reflects general con

figuration of the original model . A series

of model numbers will be used to designate

all missiles, starting with the next higher

number than assigned and proceeding to

a consecutively higher number for each

new model. ( Examples : TM -61, SM -62,

GAM -63, SM -65, GAM –67, etc. )

Guided Aircraft Rockets (GAR) will

have a separate model numbering system

starting with the number “ 1 ” for the first

Guided Aircraft Rocket and proceeding to

the next higher number for each new

GAŘ model. Examples : GAR - 1, GAR - 2,

GAR - 3, etc.

5. SERIES LETTER. A series letter is

used to denote a major change in a missile

that makes it operationally or logistically

different to others of the same type and

model . Series changes will be assigned

the next alphabetic designation above the

last series letter of a specific type and

model missile. To avoid confusion, the

letters “ I ” and “ 0 ” will not be used.

6. MANUFACTURER'S CODE. The letters

denoting the prime contractor of a missile

will be placed following the series letters

( or the model number if a series letter is

not applicable). Two letters are used to

represent the prime contractor of the mis

sile. The manufacturers' codes for guided

missiles are identical with those used for

aircraft.

7. BLOCK NUMBER. The production

block number is used to show normal pro

duction changes affecting the missile de

sign or installed equipment. The block

numbering system will consist of the as

signment of production blocks starting

with 05 and progress in multiples of five.

Intermediate block numbers will be re

served for assignment of AMC as con

sidered necessary .
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été Anonyme des Avions Louis Breguet.

Avions Maurice Brochet.

Compagnie Française d'Aviation .

Avions Marcel Dassault .

Établissements Fouga et Cie .

Avions J.D.M.

Avions J.D.M.

Société des Avions Jodel.

Société Industrielle d'Aviation Latécoère.

René Leduc Fils.

Instruments de Précision M.D.G.

Avions Max Holste.
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n Aircraft Co., Ltd.

Martin - Baker Aircraft Co. , Ltd.

Percival Aircraft, Ltd.

Saunders -Roe, Ltd.
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..
Northwest Industries, Ltd.

INDIA

Hindustan .- Hindustan Aircraft, Ltd.

NEW ZEALAND

de Havilland --- The de Havilland Aircraft Co. , Ltd. of New Zealand.

NETHERLANDS

The N. V. Nederlandsche Vliegtuigen -Fabriek Fokker .
Fokker .--

NORWAY

Hönningstad.- Norsk Flyindustri A/S.

Wideröer
Wideröes Flyveselskap OG Polarfly A/S.

U.S.S.R.

The State Committee for Aviation Industry has control of all aircraft design and production. ( See

U.S.S.R. section .)

The research development area is conducted by many establishments ; the three main ones being the TSA.G.I.

( Central Aero Hydronamics Institute) which is in charge of all aircraft development; the Ts.A.I.M., which

does the same for aircraft engines ; and the V.I.A.M., which conducts and directs research on materials.

C.A.S.A .--

Hispano-

I.P .--

Inta

SPAIN

Construcciones Aeronauticas S.A.

La Hispano Aviación S.A.

Iberia.

Instituto Nacional de Tecnia Aeronautica.

SWEDEN

Kungl. Flygforvalt

nigens Flygverkstad... Royal Air Board Aircraft Factory.

SAAB.-- Svenska Aeroplan A.B.

Skandinaviska Aero A.B. ------ Scandinavian Airways, Ltd.
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c type. The prefix

letters X and Y may be used to signify

experimental and service test of restricted

service engines, respectively.

Letter Symbols : Type8

R. Radial

V.
Upright Vee

L. In - Line

O.
Opposed

This is followed by the displacement of the

engine in cubic inches to the nearest multi

ple of 5 and, finally, the Service model :

R - 1830–65, V - 1710-8, R - 1820–56, R - 2600–8.

The final model number of engines ordered

to an Air Force specification is always an

odd number. Engines ordered by the

Navy always carry even model numbers.

However, under this system it is possible

for a Navy airplane to be equipped with

an engine originally contracted for by the

Air Force with an Air Force Number.

Such an engine will retain the Air Force

designation. The last part of the desig

nation may consist of a suffix letter to

gether with the basic model number, indi

cating major design changes which do not

affect performance, installation, or inter

changeability of the complete engine in the

airplane. When the engine is equipped

with water injection, the letter W is placed

between the model number and the suffix

letter. A hypothetical example would be

the V - 1710–20WB : tenth Navy model ,

water injection, second major revision of

the model.

Turbine and Jet Engines

The first part of the designation shall

consist of a letter (or letters) together with

a number indicating the type of engine.

Letter symbols : Type8

J.--- Turbojet ( Gas Turbine Engine

without External Propeller)

T.------- Turboprop ( Gas Turbine Engine

with External Propeller )

PJ--------- Pulsejet

RJ------- Ramjet

The type numerals used in connection

with the type letters will be assigned pro

gressively by the Services and shall begin

with the number 30 for the Navy and the

number 31 for the Air Force. The type

numerals are arbitrary and do not repre

sent any characteristics of the units in

volved. Even numbers will be assigned by

the Bureau of Aeronautics to types ap

proved by the Navy, and odd numbers will

be assigned by the Air Materiel Command

to types approved by the Air Force. The

second part of the designation will consist

of dash letter (s ) symbol indicating the

manufacturer, as follows :
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s. All odd numbers will be assigned

by the Air Materiel Command, including

those applied to Navy approved engine

types.

A given engine design will have only

one type and model designation for both

Services. For example, should the Navy

desire to use an engine bearing Air Force

type and model numbers, the Navy will

use those numbers without change for all

designation purposes. Further, should

the Air Force desire to use a Navy ap

proved type of engine but require minor

production changes, the Air Force shall

use the Navy type designation and assign

its own model designation, which will be

gin with one and will continue with con

secutive odd numbers, regardless of the

Navy model number.

The letters X and Y may be used at the

discretion of the Services for the purpose

of signifying experimental and service test

of restricted service engines, respectively.

When used , such letters shall precede the

designation arrangement described above.

The following hypothetical examples il

lustrate the arrangement and significance

of the subject designations:

J30 - A - 2 J—Turbojet type

30 — First Navy type

A-Manufactured by Allison

2 - First Navy model

J31-W- 1 First Air Force Model of First Air

Force Turbojet Type . (Made by

Wright Aeronautical.)

J31 --GE - 1 First Air Force Model of First Air

Force Turbojet Type. (Wright

Engine made by General Electric .)

J35 -GE - 2 First Navy Model of Third Air Force

Turbojet Type . (Made by Gen

eral Electric . )

J35 -GE - 3B Second Air Force Model of Third

Air Force Turbojet Type. (Made

by General Electric .) (Second

major revision of the model . )

T34-P-3 Second Air Force Model of Third

Navy Turboprop Type . (Made

by Pratt & Whitney. )

RJ35-T-6 Third Navy Model of Third Air

Force Ramjet Type. (Made by

Continental Motors .)

PJ36 - RP - 7 Fourth Air Force Model of Fourth

Navy Pulsejet Type. (Made by

Radio Plane . )

XJ34-GA-2 First Navy Model of Third Navy

Turbojet Type. (Experimental

Status . ) (Made by Globe Aircraft . )

YRJ37 -LA - 2 First Navy Model of Fourth Air

Force Ramjet Type . (Restricted

Service Status . ) (Made by Lock

heed Aircraft.)
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s. Russia uses URSS

or its Russian equivalent, CCCP, followed

by a number on fuselage and on both right

and left wing panels.

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AIRCRAFT MARKINGS

VR-HAfghanistan

Albania .

Argentina -

Australia .

Austria ..

YA

ZA

LV, LQ

VH

OE

00

00

CP, CB

PP, PT

Belgium .

Belgian Congo ..

Bolivia

Brazil ..

British Colonies and Protectorates :

Aden ..

Barbados..

Bermuda ..

British Guiana .

British Honduras .

British North Borneo .

British Somaliland

Brunei ...

Cyprus.

Fiji Islands

Gambia

Gibraltar ..

Granada .

VR-A

VQ - B

VR - B

VP - G

VP-H

VR - O

VP - S

VR-U

VQ - C

VQ - F

VP-X

VR-G

VQ-G

Hong Kong

Islands under the rule of the

Western Pacific High Com

mission ..

Jamaica

Kenya--

Leeward Islands

Malaya-

Malta

N. Rhodesia

Nyasaland

Sarawak

Seychelle Islands

Sierra Leone.

Singapore

S. Rhodesia

St. Helena

St. Lucia

St. Vincent

Tanganyika .

Trinidad and Tobago .

Uganda .

Zanzibar

Bulgaria --

VP - P

VP - J

VP-K

VP - L

VR - R

VP-M

VP -R

VP - N

VR - W

VQ - S

VR-L

VR-S

VP -Y

VQ-H

VQ - L

VP - V

VR-T

VP - T

VP - U

VP - Z

LZ
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ordan

JA

JY

Korea, Republic of HL Venezuela

Vietnam

YV

XY

Laos

Lebanon

Liberia

F -LA

OD Yemen

Yugoslavia

YE

YU
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ndplane, seaplane, amphibian , gyroplane, auto- above the other.

gyro , helicopter, glider, ornithopter, kite. Blister - A bulge or blister -like protuberance on an

Aerostat ( lighter -than -air aircraft ) -Airship, airplane, usually dome-shaped and often trans

balloon . parent, from which a person may observe or

Aileron-A control surface set into or near the operate a flexible gun .

trailing edge of an airplane wing, extending, when Bomber— (a ) Heavy - Any large bomber considered

in the wing, toward the tip and usually within to be relatively heavy, such as, in 1955 , a bomber

the contour of the wing, used to control the rolling having a gross weight, including bomb load , of

movements of the airplane. 250,000 pounds or more, as in the case of the

Ailevator - See " Elevon ." B-36 and the B -52.

Airfoil-Any surface, such as an aircraft wing, pro- ( 6 ) Medium - Any bomber considered to be inter

peller blade, aileron, or rudder, designed to obtain mediate in weight (between the light and heavy

a reaction , as lift or thrust, from the air through bombers ).

which it moves. ( c ) Light - Any bomber considered to be rela

Airplane—A mechanically driven fixed -wing or ad tively light in weight , such as a bomber having

justable fixed-wing aircraft, heavier than air, a gross weight of less than 100,000 pounds.

which is supported by a dynamic reaction of the The words "medium ,” “ light,” and “ heavy , " when

air over its wing surfaces. used to modify bombers, have connotations of range

Air Scoop—A scoop or opening designed to induct and altitude, as well as of weight. In the past, no

air into the aircraft or its engine for some purpose serious inconsistencies have arisen from these con

such as carburetion, cooling, or ventilating. notations, but the future may introduce some.

Airship - An aerostat provided with a propelling
Clarity requires that the words “medium ,” “ light, "

system and with means of controlling the direction
and “ heavy " be used in such contexts as terms of

of motion. The term “airship ” is sometimes incor- weight only.

rectly applied to heavier-than -air craft (airplanes)
( a ) Attack - Bombardment airplane which spe

and should be avoided when used in that sense . cializes in the direct support of ground or naval

forces.

Amphibian - An aircraft designed to take off from

and land on either land or water. ( e ) Patrol - A bomber especially suited to patrol

Sometimes used duty, which strikes at targets of opportunity inAnhedral -- A positive dihedral.
the area being patrolled.

erroneously for negative dihedral.

Cabin - An enclosed compartment in an aircraft for

Area Rule Concept-A concept of aircraft design

based on the notion that interference drag at tran
cargo, passengers, or crew members.

Canopy - A transparent hood, covering, or enclosure.
sonic speed depends almost entirely on the distri

Bubble Canopy - A cockpit canopy molded in one
bution of the aircraft's total cross - sectional area

piece and having no external bracing or di
along the direction of flight .

visions.

Arrester Hook - A retractable hook lowered by a
Cathedral - A negative dihedral.

carrier -based aircraft in order to make limited
Center Section - The central panel of a wing.

space landings by engaging wires on the deck.
Chord - The straight -line distance between the lead

Arresting Gear-Any gear incorporated in aircraft ing and trailing edges of an airfoil ; the width

and in the landing area to facilitate landing in a of an airfoil.

limited space , especially on the deck of an aircraft Cockpit — The compartment in an aircraft to accom
carrier.

modate the pilot and / or other persons, usually

Autogiro - A type of aircraft propelled forward by open or covered by a movable canopy.

a conventional engine and propeller but supported Control Surface - A movable airfoil, such as aileron ,

in the air by a rotor which is aerodynamically ro- elevator or rudder, which controls the movement

tated by the forward motion of the plane. of the aircraft.

Belly-Colloquial term for the ventral portion or Cowling-A removable covering, as around an

underside of the fuselage. engine.
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ect to the horizontal. If the inclination

is upward, the dihedral is positive; if downward ,

negative. In some contexts, dihedral refers to an

upward inclination only.

Dive Brake- A flap or movable surface which, when

extended, reduces the speed of the aircraft in a

dive .

Dorsal-Adjective pertaining to the back or top por

tion of the fuselage .

Drag Chute - A deceleration parachute.

Droop Wings — A term applied to wings that have

cathedral or negative dihedral. The B-47 and

the F - 104 both have droop.

Edge-See " Leading Edge ” and “ Trailing Edge.”

Elevator - A movable airfoil usually attached to the

stabilizer, which controls the movement of the air

craft about the lateral axis ( climb and dive ) .

Elevon - An airplane control surface combining the

functions of an elevator and aileron .

Empennage — The rear part of an airplane, usually

consisting of a group of stabilizing planes (hori

zontal stabilizers and vertical fin ) to which are

attached the control surfaces. Also called the

" tail assembly .”

Engine — The motive power of an aircraft.

Conventional reciprocating engines produce for

ward motion by driving propellers or rotors

and are divided into two basic types, radial and

in line, depending on the arrangement of the

cylinders about the crankshaft. The former

type is usually air cooled, while the latter type

may be either liquid cooled or air cooled.

Reaction engines produce forward motion by the

discharge of heated gases through a nozzle and

are divided into two basic types, jet and rocket.

The former type utilizes the surrounding atmos

phere to provide the thrust medium and the

oxygen for its fuel combustion, while the latter

type functions independently of the surround

ing atmosphere, the thrust being provided by the

combustion of self-contained oxygen and fuel.

Aircraft may be powered by either a reciprocating

or a reaction engine or a combination of both .

The word motor should not be applied to an

aircraft engine, since it usually refers to one of

the many small auxiliary motors in an aircraft

which are used to operate pumps, flaps, landing

gear, etc.

Experimental Aircraft - An aircraft built to test

an idea, or to try for certain capabilities or char

acteristics . Often designated by the symbol X.

Fairing - An auxiliary part of the exterior structure,

the function of which is to reduce drag, or " stream

line" the aircraft.

Fighter - a. Interceptor - Fighter airplane of rela

tively short range and with a high rate of climb,

designed primarily to engage in combat with

enemy aircraft during daylight hours and under

relatively favorable weather conditions, in order

to prevent their reaching the target.

b. All Weather - Fighter airplane especially

equipped with the electronic and other devices

necessary to permit combat operation at night

or under adverse weather conditions.

c . Penetrator - Fighter airplane of long range,

designed primarily to penetrate deep into enemy

territory against air or ground targets.

Fillet - A faired surface or piece that smooths the

flow of air at an internal angle, as at a wing root .

Fin - A fixed or adjustable airfoil to afford direc

tional stability, such as a tail fin or skid fin .

Common name for the vertical stabilizer.

First-Line Aircraft - Aircraft with characteristics

and performance which make them suitable to

perform critical and essential missions.

Flap (Cowl - A movable section of the cowling used

to control the flow of air around the engine or

cowling units.

Flap, Wing - A movable section of an airfoil used

to change the effect of air flow over the airfoil.

Wing flaps are located along the trailing edge of

the wing and are lowered during takeoff and

landing in order to increase the effective lift of

the wing

Flaperon - A kind of control surface used both as

a flap and as an aileron .

Float - A completely enclosed watertight structure

attached to an aircraft to give it buoyancy and

stability in water .

Flying Boat - A form of seaplane whose main body

or hull provides flotation .

Flying Tail - A horizontal stabilizer, the angle of

attack of which is adjustable from the cockpit for

longitudinal trim .

Fuselage — The main body of an aircraft, to which

the wings and tail unit are attached .

Glider- An aircraft heavier than air, with wings

but without a power plant. It is supported in

the air essentially by forward motion produced

by gliding.

Primary - Type Glider- glider marked more for

its rugged characteristics than for its aerody

namic performance.

Secondary - Type or Utility Glider - d glider de

signed to have better aerodynamic performance
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within gliding range of the

destination.

Greenhouse — Colloquial term for the transparent

hood or canopy over the cockpit or the bombardier

compartment.

Guided Missile - The field of guided missiles is

considered to include uninhabited missiles the

trajectory of which is influenced by a mechanism

within the missile, or by radio command outside

the missile, together with components of such

missiles and associated systems. Conventional tor

pedoes are excluded.

Height — The vertical measurement of an aircraft

at rest, taken from the lowest point of contact to

the topmost part of the aircraft.

Helicopter - A type of aircraft propelled through

and supported in the air by rotating airfoils which

are mechanically rotated by an engine about an

approximately vertical axis.

Hull-The main body of a flying boat which fur

nishes buoyancy when in contact with the water.

It contains accommodations for the crew and

passengers.

In -LineSee " Engine. ”

Jet-See " Engine."

Landing Gear - An assembly of wheels, struts, etc. ,

on a landplane which gives support and control

to the aircraft while in contact with the ground

and in take- off or landing.

Conventional-type landing gear has a tail wheel

( or skid ) located behind the main wheels.

Tricycle-type landing gear has a nose wheel located

ahead of the main wheels .

Landplane - An aircraft designed to take off from

and alight on land, especially such aircraft with

wheeled landing gear.

Leading Edge — The edge of an airfoil or propeller

blade which first meets or bites the air.

Length - The extreme forward - aft measurement of

an aircraft .

Lighter - Than -Air Craft - Aircraft which derives its

vertical lift from its weight in relation to that of

an equal volume of air.

Loop -Antenna - A directional antenna consisting of

one or more loops of wire or other conductor.

Mach Number — A Mach number (named for Ernst

Mach of Vienna ) is a means of expressing speed

in relation to the speed of sound . It is generally

used to express speeds which approach or exceed

the speed of sound . Mach 1.0 indicates the speed

of sound — which is 661 knots ( or 760.9 mph .) at

sea level and 15 degrees centigrade ( 59 degrees

Fahrenheit ). A speed of Mach 0.8 , for example,

would be 810 the speed of sound . Mach rhymes

with lock.

Mast, Radio - A fixed spar attached to an aircraft

to support the radio antenna .

Monocoque - A type of fuselage construction which

relies on the strength of the skin or outer shell

for its structural stiffness. The shell is supported

by crosswise frames called bulkheads or formers.

Semimonocoque construction is similar to mono

coque except that the shell is reinforced with

longitudinal stringers running perpendicular to

the bulkheads.

Monoplane - An aircraft with a single plane or wing,

usually divided into two parts by the fuselage .

There are four general types.

a . Low -Wing — A monoplane with the wing lo

cated at, or near, the bottom of the fuselage.

b. Midwing - A monoplane with the wing located

at approximately the midpoint between the bot

tom and the top of the fuselage.

A Low Midwing has the wing located slightly be

low this point, and a High Midwing has the

wing located slightly above this point .

c. High -Wing — A monoplane with the wing lo

cated at the top of the fuselage.

d . Parasol-Wing - A monoplane with the wing

located above the fuselage and connected to it

by a cabane strut or other structure .

Nacelle - A separate streamlined enclosure on an

airplane for sheltering or housing something.

Nose—The foremost part of the fuselage.

Nosewheel Dolly — A small two-wheel dolly fitted to

the nosewheel strut for tail -up carrier stowage.

Obsolete Aircraft - Aircraft which are so deficient

in military characteristics and performance that

they can no longer be used as originally intended .

Panel, Access - A hinged or removable door which

provides access to an interior compartment of

the aircraft.

Instrument - A bulkhead on which the aircraft

instruments are mounted.

Wing — A section of the wing which is constructed

separately from the adjoining structure, such as

the center panel or outer panel. On smaller

aircraft the wing is often assembled in one

integral panel.

Pants ( also Spats ) —Colloquial term for the fairing

on fixed landing gear.
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ce of its primary mission.

Propeller-Any device for propelling a craft

through a fluid such as water or air ; especially a

device having blades which when rotated by a

power-driven shaft produce a thrust by their

action on the fluid .

Adjustable - A propeller whose blades are so at

tached to the hub that the pitch may be adjusted

while the propeller is at rest.

Automatic-A propeller whose blades are at

tached to a mechanism that automatically sets

them at the optimum pitch for various flight

conditions.

Contrarotating — Two propellers mounted in tan

dem on the same shaft axis but geared to rotate

in opposite directions. Sometimes called “ co

axial " propellers.

Controllable—A propeller whose blades are so

mounted that the pitch may be changed while

the propeller is rotating.

Full-Feathering — A propeller whose blades can

be turned so as to present the least resistance to

the air -stream . This prevents " windmilling "

of the propeller when the engine is not operat

ing while in flight.

Pusher - A propeller mounted on the rear end of

the engine or propeller shaft so as to “ push ” the

plane forward .

Reversible -Pitch - A propeller the pitch of which

can be changed during rotation to a negative

angle producing a braking effect or reverse

thrust.

Tractor - A propeller mounted on the forward

end of the engine or propeller shaft so as to

“ pull” the plane forward.

Radial — See “ Engine.”

Reconnaissance— (a ) Strategic — reconnaissance air

plane of long range equipped to make flights

over enemy territory for the purpose of ob

taining photographic or other information use

ful to the planning of subsequent operations.

( b) Support - reconnaissance airplane of rela

tively short range designed to support land or

naval operations by securing and transmitting

information needed in immediate tactical

decisions.

Rib-A chord-wise structural member of the wing.

Rocket-See " Engine."

Root — The " base" of the airfoil, where it is attached

to the fuselage.

Rotor - A complete assembly of rotating airfoils as

used on helicopters, generally revolving in an ap

proximately horizontal plane. The airfoils are

called rotor blades and are attached to the rotor

hub .

Rudder - A movable airfoil usually attached to a

vertical stabilizer and which controls the move

ment of the aircraft about the vertical axis ( tuin ,

yaw ) .

Sailplane-A high - performance -type glider.

Seaplane — An aircraft designed to take off from

and alight on water only.

Search and Rescue (Airplane ) -One equipped to

specialize in the location and rescue of wrecked

aircrew personnel or other persons, on land or on

sea.

Second -Line Aircraft - Aircraft having formally

recognized limitations for combat or other mili

tary use, used however, in emergency and when

first -line aircraft are not available.

Shaft - The part connected to the power plant,

which drives the propeller or rotor.

Slat-A movable auxiliary airfoil, attached to the

leading edge of a wing, which when closed falls

within the original contour of the wing and which

when opened forms a slot.

Slot - An opening near the leading edge of a wing,

either fixed or formed by a movable slat , which

improves the airflow characteristics of the airfoil .

Spat - See " Pants."

Special Research (Airplane )—One designed for

supersonic research or other research into aero

nautical problems.

Spinner - A fairing of approximately conical or

paraboloidal shape, which is fitted coaxially with

the propeller hub and revolves with the propeller.

Spoiler - A movable airfoil or plate which when

opened projects above the upper surface of the

wing and disturbs the smooth air flow , with a

consequent loss of lift and an increase in drag.

Sponson - A protuberance from a flying boat's hull,

often like a stub wing, designed to increase the

beam and give lateral stability in the water .

Spray Strip - A strip projecting from the hull or

float of a seaplane to change the manner in which

the spray is thrown.

Stabilizer - Any airfoil whose primary function is

to increase the stability of the aircraft. It usually

refers to the fixed horizontal tail surface of an

aircraft, as distinguished from the fixed vertical

surface ( fin ).

Step - A break in the form of the bottom of a float

or hull.

Strut - A generic term for a structural member.

Cabane - A framework of struts connecting the

wing to the fuselage, usually in parasol or

high -wing monoplanes.
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epback - Term applied to a wing, horizontal tail ,

or other airfoil whose leading edges and trailing

edges are farther aft at the tips than at the roots.

Sweepforward — When the general wing shape pro

jects forward from the fuselage.

Tab — An auxiliary airfoil set into, or attached to,

a larger control surface for the purpose of reduc

ing the control force or " trimming" the aircraft .

Tail — The after part of an aircraft, generally con

sisting of stabilizers, elevators, and fin and rudder.

Tail Skid - On certain airplanes, a skid attached to

the underside at the rear of the fuselage serving

the function of a tailwheel.

Tailwheel—A wheel for supporting the tail of an

aircraft on the ground .

Taper - A gradual diminishing of the chord of

thickness of an airfoil .

Target - Aircraft which may or may not be capable

of carrying one or more persons, designed to be

remotely controlled in flight for use in gunnery

practice. ( See Classification of Aircraft.)

Thrust – The resultant force in the direction of mo

tion due to the components of the pressure forces

in excess of ambiant atmospheric pressure acting

on all inner surfaces of the vehicle parallel to di

rection of motion . Thrust less drag equals

accelerating force .

Thrust in relation to horsepower varies , inasmuch as

the performance characteristics of a turbojet en

gine are such that the thrust is approximately con

stant, but the horsepower output increases directly

with airspeed for any given altitude. Therefore ,

the engine ratings are usually given in pounds of

thrust at standard sea - level static conditions.

At 375 mph the thrust in pounds is equal to the

horsepower.

Trailing Edge — The edge of an airfoil or propeller

blade over which the airflow passes last .

Trainer - a . Advanced - Airplane used in training

pilots in instrument flying, navigation, gunnery,

or other advanced phases of military aviation .

b. Primary and Basic - Relatively light and slow

airplane used in teaching students fundamenals

of flying

Transport - a. Heavy-A transport aircraft capable

of carrying a relatively heavy payload. In spe

cial context , one capable of lifting a payload of

approximately 25 tons.

b. Medium - A transport aircraft capable of car

rying a medium -weight payload. In special

context , one capable of carrying a 10 -ton

payload.

c. Light - A transport aircraft capable of trans

porting only relatively light loads.

d . Military Transport Aircraft - A transport air

craft fitted with military structural or design

provisions; may be a “ combat” or “ noncom

bat" transport aircraft.

e. Combat Transport Aircraft- A military trans

port aircraft which is prepared and equipped

with sufficient internal protection to operate at

more than reasonable risk over an active

combat area .

f. Noncombat Military Transport Aircraft - A

military transport aircraft which is not equipped

to operate in an active combat area .

g. Nonmilitary Transport - Conventional com

ial- type transport aircraft containing no

provision for specialized military usage.

Turret - A movable enclosure housing armament.

It may be manually operated or power driven .

Remote -control turrets are controlled from a posi

tion in the aircraft some distance from the

turret itself.

Undercarriage - See " Landing Gear.”

Utility - Light airplane used for carrying one or

more persons or light objects relatively short dis

tances, in liaison or in other military missions,

including target aircraft control, towing of

targets, etc.

Ventral - Adjective pertaining to the “ belly ” or

bottom portion of the fuselage.

Wing—Main supporting surface or airfoil of an

airplane. Wings are often classified by their

plan shapes, the most usual of which are :

Elliptical — Leading and trailing edges are ellip

tical in general shape.

Straight - Leading and trailing edges are straight ,

parallel, and at right angles to the direction of

flight .

Tapered — Leading and/or trailing edges are

straight but not at right angles to the direction

of flight, so that the wing diminishes in chord

from the root to the tip .

Wings are also classified by their front -view shape:

Dihedral — Wing axis slopes up ( positive ) or down

( negative ) from the root to the tip .

Gull - Center panel has positive dihedral and the

outer panel is horizontal or has less positive

dihedral.

Horizontal - Wing axis forms a horizontal line .

Inverted Gull Center panel has negative dihe

dral and the outer panel is horizontal or has

positive dihedral.

Wing, Flying—A tailless aircraft, in which an ar

rowheadlike wing constitutes the entire or major

part of the airframe .

.
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- purpose jet trainer that

operates from land or carrier bases. main difference being the huge radome for housing detection
equipment, and the dual- fin tail.
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fitted with extremely large topside and belly -mounted radomes.



have a high -mounted protruding nose radome.
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The T - 34 is a two -seat, primary trainer used by both the Air Force

and the Navy.

The U - 2 is a high- altitude research aircraft.
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lage. A military version of the Avro

748 was initially developed for the Indian Air Force.



engine exhausts

extending over the wing trailing edge.

1
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engers. A Royal Navy version of the Devon is

designated the Sea Devon .

614755 0-62-10



ervice with the Royal Air Force and the Royal New Zealand Air Force.



ol response. Its rate of

roll and handling qualities are reminiscent of a fighter's. At 220 knots, it completed

a full roll to the left in 3.4 seconds.



al- purpose aircrew -trainer version of the Valetta.

Its wing and forward fuselage section are slightly larger. The photograph and

silhouette are of the Valetta .



. The standard aircraft is based on the Vanguard 952 .



ection

of the wing's leading edge is straight and the outer section is tapered, while the trailing

edge is straight. Both the wing and the horizontal tailplane have rounded tips. The

Wayfarer was designed to carry a high payload on short-range hops ( 12,000 lbs for

380 miles ).





passengers.















into three divisions per corps.

Each air division is composed of three

air regiments. The air regiment is the

basic tactical unit of all Soviet air forces.

Within this unit there are three squadrons

with approximately 30 to 50 aircraft, de

pending upon the regiment's role .

The Soviet Union today is said to have

an air force of upwards of 20,000 opera

tional aircraft including jet fighters ; light,

medium , and heavy jet bombers; and

medium , piston -engine bombers.

over the various fleet air forces is vested

in their respective fleet commanders.

Principal subdivisions in the organiza

tion of naval aviation are : ( a ) fleet air

forces, ( b ) air divisions, and ( c ) air regi

ments . The Soviet Navy is organized on a

geographical basis into such fleets as the

Pacific, Baltic, Northern, and Black Sea

fleets . Fleet air forces are assigned to

these areas as a part of these fleets. All

personnel have Army rank and grade des

ignations. Soviet naval aviation is said to

be composed of more than 3,000 aircraft.

It is land based, having no aircraft carriers

from which to operate.

Soviet Aircraft Designations

Aircraft factories in the Soviet Union

and its satellite countries are state con

trolled, and all aircraft production is un

dertaken in state factories . The design of

aircraft is carried out in these state fac

tories by a small group of experts who

have their own design staffs. It is not un

usual for successful designers toto be

awarded high rank in the Engineering

Service of the Soviet Air Forces, which

accounts for the military rank sometimes

added to a designer's name.

On the other hand , unsuccessful designs

have led to prison terms. This is by no

means the end, for the Soviets have a prac

tical outlook and have been known to al

low the convicted designer to continue his

work in prison. Under these conditions

some prize-winning designs have been cre

ated, providing liberation for the convict.

Between the years 1925 and 1940, Soviet

aircraft were designated according to the

duties for which designed . An example is

the UT - 2, Uchebny Trenirovochny, in

structional and training, designed in 1939

by Yakovlev, series number 2.

The following list shows the old desig

O
T
H
E
R

U
.
S
.
S
.
R
.

Soviet Naval Aviation

Naval aviation in the Soviet Union has

not developed along the same lines as in the

United States, nor has it received equiv

alent attention. Emphasis during the

“ Great Patriotic War ” was placed on land

power backed up by a strong tactical air

force .

Naval aviation is an integral element of

the Soviet Navy and is therefore admin

istered independently from the other com

ponents of military aviation . Overall tech

nical policy and administrative control of

naval aviation is vested in the Commander

in Chief of Naval Aviation with head

quarters in Moscow . He is subordinate to

the Commander in Chief of the Navy, who,

in turn, is responsible to the Ministry of

C
A
N
A
D
A

P
R
A
N
U
L

the Navy. Operational or combat control nations by functional letters :



The numbers are not always in the correct

onder of sequences Furthermore, the

Surints apparently have no positive sistem

of differ'ntiating between subtypes and

menities versions with an added nose wheel.

The fact that an aircraft is the most re

110 design of i Seriet designer does not

11:e :ll thizat the next highest number will be

üssigkei: certain earlier numbers of experi

metal er preliminary designs have been

acepted for a later design ,

122 crious example is the Tak , which

Li

Mi

MIG

Mik

Mil

Pe

Po

SHCHE

Shr

Antonov

Berier

Berendjak and Issariev

Ermolaev

Ilyushin

Kamov

Klimov

Lavochkin

Larochkin, Gorjunor and

Gudkov

Lisitsin

Mil

Mikoyan and Gurevich

Mikulin

Mil

Petlyakor

Polikarpov

Shcherrhakor

Shvetsov

Sukhoi

Tupoler

Yakovler

Su

Tu

Tak

During World War II a large number

( said to be more than 13.000 ) of American



“ Skytrain ” ( DC-3/C-47/R4D )

which was renamed the Li - 2 . Training

versions of a few of the operational fight

ers carry the prefix “ U ” —thus the Ula - 7,

UYak-3, UMIG - 15, U1l- 28, etc. Specially

designed operational trainers were being

turned out, such as the Yak-11 fighter

trainer.

involve distinguishable recognition dif

ferences.

This system of naming Soviet aircraft

is an improvement from many points of

view . One in particular will tend to ob

viate the variety of Soviet spelling, desig

nations, numbers, and designers allotted

Soviet aircraft by all and sundry. This

condition, of course , tends to bewilder and

confuse the issue.

A parallel system of Japanese code

names existed during World War II. The

use of easily remembered names such as

those of boys and girls was officially intro

duced to meet an emergency and it proved

the only way in the Pacific to save life and

reduce casualties suffered through faulty

identification.. This code name system

proved to be the way to teach the bulk of

personnel Japanese aircraft, which had

highly complicated designations. “ Val”

was a name easy to remember, but the

" Aichi 99 " was a different matter alto

gether.

In introducing names for Soviet aircraft,

it is not intended that all the designations

and background knowledge on Soviet air

craft should be forgotten . It should act

as a spur to find out what is behind the

name.

Soviet Aircraft Designation System

There has been a longstanding require

ment for a simple system for designating

Soviet aircraft. Such a system has been

developed and introduced for use by the

military services.

This new designation system consists of

five major categories of Soviet aircraft

with names assigned to each aircraft bear

ing an initial letter descriptive of its op

erational role, as follows:

“ F ” for fighters.

“ B ” for bombers.

“ C ” for cargo -transports.

“ H ” for helicopters.

“ M ” for miscellaneous aircraft which

will include all types of aircraft other than

the first four named .

Names of one syllable, bearing the ap

propriate initial letter, will be used to des

ignate propeller-driven aircraft including

those driven by turboprop engines. Names

of two syllables, bearing the proper initial

letter, will be assigned to jet-propelled

aircraft.

The new designations will not be adopted

for Soviet aircraft that are obsolescent or

unlikely to appear in frontline service. A

name assigned to an aircraft in conform

ance with the system will not be altered

in the event additional characteristics or

change in operational role of this aircraft

O
T
H
E
R

U
.
J
.
J
.
K
.

.

1

1

later become known, unless such changes





5,000 approx.

( F1 . )





ojet

Combat Service

Weight

(lbs.)

6,000 #45,000 approx.
Rating

Each
Ceiling 50,000 approx.

( Ft .)





g

Each 12,000 s . hp. plus
( lbs .) ( Ft . )





N

Length 155'

Max .

Speed

(Knots )

525 approx.
Type Turbojet

Combat Service

Weight

(lbs .)
20,000 approx.400,000 approx .

Rating

Each

Ceiling
45,000 plus









ombat Service

Weight

( lbs.)

12,000# plus12,000 approx.
Rating

Each
Ceiling 60,000 approx.

( Ft. )





g

Each

Ceiling 50,000 plus
( F1 . )





ng

Each
Ceiling 60,000 approx .

( Ft. )





g

Each
Ceiling 60,000 approx.

( Fr. )





ng

Each

Ceiling 50,000 approx.
( Ft. )





iling 50,000 approx.





rox. 8,000 #

with A.B.





ervice

Ceiling
20,000 approx .

( F1 . )









oviet and Satellite air forces. In

Korea it was encountered occasionally, and a number were destroyed .



y in 1955. There is a T [ - 1048

version with a lengthened fuselage .



ed in July, 1957 at Vnukovo . It is called “ Ukrania " by the Soviets.



es)

1,330 approx.
Mfr. ASH

Crew

No.
4

Rating

Each 1,825 hp.

1
x

The Coach ( IL-12 ) is a twin -engined , medium -range, passenger transport. Its low

wing has slight positive dihedral; the center section is rectangular and the outer

sections taper to rounded tips. Split landing flaps extend the entire span of the

center section . The Coach has a single tail and a retractable tricycle-type landing

gear. Versions exist with passenger capacities from 18 to 32. The Coach is similar

to the C -47/R4D , except that its wings are placed farther aft than are the Chi's.

The Coach has been seen on numerous occasions this side of the Iron Curtain, flying

European air routes for the U.S.S.R. and satellites. A newer version with a square

rudder is called the Crate ( IL - 14 ).



rox. Mfr. ASH

Crew

No.
2

Rating

Each 900 approx .

*

The Colt (AN - 2 ) is a single-engined biplane that at present is in service in large

numbers with the Soviet Air Force as well as with satellite nations. Recognition

features include unequal-span wings braced together by two single struts placed about

two -thirds outboard of the fuselage ; a horizontal stabilizer mounted midway up the

rudder, with brace supports attached to the fuselage ; and a large, curved fin and

rudder. A fixed, tailwheel-type landing gear is fitted . The Colt can operate out of

small airfields and performs utilitarian duties, such as passenger and cargo transport,

photographic work, and rescue and ambulance operations.



craft on USSR domestic

airline routes .

Revised 1962



Later versions have been built with slightly longer

fuselages.

2. wea
ts



ined and placed on view when a defecting Soviet pilot crash -landed in

Sweden in 1919.



type landing gear is fitted . The Fishpot is powered by a high

thrust turbojet engine.



ear of the tail boom . The Hare is also produced in Poland as the SM - 1.



ied a load of 4,009 lbs to a

height of 16,673 ft and a load of 8,818 lbs to 6,562 ft.



iver, transmitter, and blind-flying instruments are carried by the Max.



resemblance.

614755 0-62-12





essor, the

Yak-15 .

The HEN (KA - 15 ).

C
A
N
A
D
A

T
R
A
C
L

The HOG (KA-18).



Fagot (MIG-15) jet fighter.



ll in use.









stol ..

Fairchild

Canadair .

Canadair

de Havilland

Douglas...

Canadair ..

Avro ...

de Havilland.-

Canadair

Can -Car

Canadair..

Bell...

Sikorsky

Vertol ..

Sikorsky

Sikorsky-

Cessna

Beech ..

de Havilland ..

Convair.-

North American

Manufacturer

de Havilland...

McDonnell

Canadair .

Sikorsky

Bell...

Vertol .

Beech

Canada

U.S.A.

Canada

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.Miscellaneous..





eiling
20,000

( Ft .)



R

O



eiling 54,000

( Ft .)





d is utilized by the U.S. Army under the designation AC-1 .



vision is made for

light armament and external weapons .



5 ' 20,000

Length 82'
No. & Type

of EnginesAIR CONVAIR 2 Turboprop

53,200

Model

No. Napier Eland 6

Combat

Weight

(Lbs. )

Max .

Range

(Naut. Miles)

1,515
Mfr .

Napier ELAND

Crew

No.

Rating

Each 3,500 eshp.

THE CAN foar

The Canadair CL-66 (RCAF designation CC - 109) is an all

Canadian development of the Convair 440, fitted with turbo

prop engines. The straight wing is backward tapered with a

straight trailing edge, has slight positive dihedral , and is blunt

tipped . The two slim engines protrude well forward of the

wing leading edges. Broken only by the stepped-up cockpit ,

the fuselage is basically cigar -shaped . Mid -mounted on the

fuselage, the horizontal stabilizer is set with no dihedral , is

equitapered , and rounded at the tips . The round -tipped

vertical stabilizer is curved at the leading edge and tapered

along the trailing edge. The CC - 109 is currently used exten

sively by the RCAF as an all cargo aircraft .



x .

833Range

(Nout. Miles)

Mfr. P & W

Crew

No. 1 or 2
Rating

Each 600 hp.

3578

MNO678

The de Havilland DHC-C Otter is a nine /eleven - passenger

general utility transport powered by a single radial engine.

Developed for Canadian conditions, it appears in landplane.

seaplane, skiplane, wheel-skiplane, and amphibian versions.

The high -braced wing is rectangular in shape with blunt raked

tips and has slight positive dihedral. Small wing fences are

used. The rectangular fuselage is of the single-nose-mounted

engine type. The rounded vertical stabilizer merges into the

fuselage with a long dorsal fairing. The straight , equitapered

horizontal stabilizer , mounted low on the vertical fin , is slotted

at its aft root . The Otter has seen service in the air forces of

Chile, Colombia, India, Indonesia, and Norway ; in the U.S.

Army and U.S. Navy it is designated, respectively, as U -1

and UC-1 .













--

Sud (license) --

Dassault...

Chance -Vought

Douglas.

Junkers

Avro..

Sud ...

Sud...

Avro ..

Sud (license ).

Fouga

Grumman .

Morane -Saulnier ..

France

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.K.

France

France

France

France

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Germany

U.K.

France

France

U.K.

France

France

U.S.A.

France

France

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

France

France

U.K.

France

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

France

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

France

France

France

France

France

France

France

U.S.A.

Nord ..

Beech .--

North American

Sud --

Nord -Stampe

de Havilland .

Sud ....

Vertol..

Sikorsky -

Sud (license )

Bell..

Vertol .

Grumman

Dassault

Max Holste

Morane-Saulnier -

Morane-Saulnier

Nord -Centre .

Nord

Nord ..

Lockheed .



100
Rating

Each

Ceiling

20,000
( Ft . )





Ceiling
50,000

(Ft.)









g

Each

Ceiling

( Ft .)





50

( Ft .) 9,700 # s.t.





eiling 49,200

( Ft .)





delivered in quantity to the West

German Air Force .

E



nal version

(MD -311) and a six-seat version (MD - 312) were also produced in quantity .



pability , and will utilize advanced electronic navigation and bombing

equipment .



e forward root. No provisions

are made for armament .



upward at the

A T-type tail is used . The sweptback vertical stabilizer

fairs into the fuselage at its forward root, with a straight , no

dihedral , tapered horizontal stabilizer. Provision for under

wing armament racks and fuselage -mounted machine guns

allow weapons training . Armed versions of the Paris have

been assembled in Argentina, and civil models assembled and

rear .

distributed by Beech Aircraft Corporation in the United States .



unded blunt tip .

A larger engined Super Broussard , the M.H. 280, is being

developed .



ransport version , the S.E. 118 Diplomate, is projected .

1





















320 Draken

B3 ( Ju - 86K ) .

Tp46 ( Devon )

Tp79 (C -47 )----

Tp83 (Pembroke C. 52 )

J28B (Vampire FB . 50 ) --

J28C (Vampire T. 55 ) ---

Sk16 ( T - 6 ) .

Sk50 Safir

Alouette II (SE 3130 ) .

S14 Storch

Tp45 (C_45 ) --

Tp47 (PBY-5A ) .

Tp78 (Norseman ) .

Tp81 (JRF Goose) .

Tp91 Safir...

SAAB

SAAB

SAAB

de Havilland .

Hawker

SAAB

SAAB .

SAAB .

Junkers

de Havilland

Douglas.

Hunting

de Havilland

de Havilland .

North American .

SAAB

SAAB (license)

Fieseler ..

Beech ..

Convair..

C.C.F ..

Grumman

SAAB

Sweden

Sweden

Sweden

U.K.

U.K.

Sweden

Sweden

Sweden

Germany

U.K.

U.S.A.

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

U.S.A.

Sweden

Sweden

Germany

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Canada

U.S.A.

Sweden

Trainer

Helicopter

Miscellaneous





production versions of the

SAAB - 29 were built for utilization, variously , in day fighter, ground

attack , and photo reconnaissance roles. The J -29F final production

version featured a cranked outer wing, and most of the earlier

operational models were also modified to this configuration.

DATA APPLY TO J-29F

AIR FRAME OPERATIONAL DATA POWER PLANT

Mfr .

Max..

Range

( Naut . Miles )

SAAB

1,485

( with drop tanks)

1

No. of

Engines

Model

No.
Ghost RM-2B

CrewWing

Span

36 '

36
1

No.

Mfr .

Swedish built

DE HAVILLAND

Length 33 '

Max .

Speed

(Knots)

583

Type
Turbojet

Combat Service

Weight

(Lbs . ) ( Ft .)

17,640
6,174 # with A.B.

Ceiling Rating

Each

49,200





g Rating

Each
49,200





0,000–65,000

( Ft .)





ries.



















U.S.A.

Lockheed . U.S.A.

Douglas U.S.A.

Convair (Consolidated -Vultee) -- | U.S.A.

de HavillandTrainer ..

Helicopter

Miscellaneous .

AUSTRALIAN ( NAVAL AIR ARM)
Naval Aviation

The Fleet Air Arm is a postwar establishment of the Royal Australian Navy (R.A.N. ) .

Type Designation

Fighter

ASW...

Transport

Helicopter

Trainer

Sea Venom

Sea Fury -

Gannet AS- 1 ...

Skytrain R4D ( C -47 )

Sycamore H-50/51 ..

Vampire T - 11.-

Gannet T - 2

Firefly TT - 4 .

Auster ..

U.K./Aust.

Government.. Australia .

Government . Australia .

Commonwealth . Australia .

Sikorsky - U.S.A.

Cessna . U.S.A.

Manufacturer Country

de Havilland

Hawker ...

Fairey ..

Douglas

Bristol ..

de Havilland .

Fairey -

Fairey -

Auster ..

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

U.S.A.

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

Miscellaneous





.A.

Convair (Consolidated -Vultee )--| U.S.A.

Grumman U.S.A.

Beech .. U.S.A.

Lockheed U.S.A.

Beech .. U.S.A.

Beech .. U.S.A.

Fairchild . U.S.A.

Canadair Canada.

Lockheed U.S.A.

Piper
U.S.A.

Cessna . U.S.A.

Helicopter

Miscellaneous

BULGARIA

Type Designation Manufacturer
Country

Fighter

Light Bomber

Transport ..

Fagot MIG- 15 ..

Fresco MIG- 17 ..

Fresco D-MIG- 17

Farmer MIG- 19 .

Beagle Il-28 -

Cab Li-2 .

Crate Il - 28 .

Midget U-MIG- 15 .

Mikoyan & Gurevich

Mikoyan & Gurevich ..

Mikoyan & Gurevich

Mikoyan & Gurevich

Ilyushin

Lisitsin

Ilyushin .

Mikoyan & Gurevich --

U.S.S.R.

U.S.S.R.

U.S.S.R.

U.S.S.R.

U.S.S.R.

U.S.S.R.

U.S.S.R.

U.S.S.R.
Trainer ..



lectric

Canadair .

Douglas.

de Havilland

Hunting

U.K.

U.K.

Canada .

U.S.A.

U.K.

U.K.

Trainer

Miscellaneous .. Pembroke C- 1 . U.K.Hunting--



5 (JRB)

Navion L- 17 ..

Bird Dog L- 19H .

Beaver L-20- :.

Otter.

Cessna 182 .

Twin Bonanza .

Miscellaneous

CHILE (NAVAL AIR ARM )

The Naval Air Force

Naval Aviation in Chile is an integral part of the Navy .

mostly of helicopters.

Type Designation

Helicopter .

Miscellaneous

Bell B-476 ...

Beechcraft D- 18 ..

Manufacturer Country

de Havilland .

de Havilland .

Westland

Hunting -

de Havilland

Boulton Paul ..

Airspeed ...

Scottish Aviation.

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

Manufacturer Country

Douglas U.S.A.

Lockheed . U.S.A.

Douglas-- U.S.A.

de Havilland . U.K.

Lockheed ... U.S.A.

North American . U.S.A.

Beech U.S.A.

Beech . U.S.A.

Convair (Consolidated-Vultee) -- | U.S.A.

Naval Aircraft Factory- U.S.A.

Sikorsky -
U.S.A.

Bell ... U.S.A.

Hiller ... U.S.A.

Grumman U.S.A.

Convair . U.S.A.

Beech . U.S.A.

Ryan ..
U.S.A.

Cessna .
U.S.A.

de Havilland .. Canada.

de Havilland . Canada.

Cessna . U.S.A.

Beech . U.S.A.

It is a small force composed

Manufacturer Country

Bell ...

Beech .

U.S.A.

U.S.A.



.

Texan T-6 (SNJ) --

Kaydet PT- 17 .

Trojan T-28A ..

Chickasaw H - 19B ..

Privateer P4Y2 ..

North American

North American

North American .

Lockheed.--

North American .

Republic ..

North American

McDonnell

Martin ..

Fairchild ..

Curtiss

Douglas

Douglas .

Lockheed

North American

Stearman ..

North American .

Sikorsky

Convair .

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Trainer ..

Helicopter

Miscellaneous

Albatross SA - 16 .
U.S.A.Grumman







S.A.

Canada .

U.S.A.







l

Potez-Air Fouga

Fairey -

Grumman .

Dornier

Hunting -

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

France .

U.K.

U.S.A.

Germany.

U.K.

Miscellaneous





Ilyushin

Ilyushin

Ilyushin

Lisitsin .

Mil ..

Mikoyan & Gurevich .

Manufacturer

de Havilland .

Dassault ..

Hawker

Folland .

Dassault..

English Electric

English Electric

Fairchild ...

Douglas

Douglas .

Vickers .

Ilyushin .

Sikorsky

Bell ...

Hawker

Hunting--

de Havilland .

English Electric .

de Havilland .

Hindustan .

Hindustan

North American .

Aero....

de Havilland

de Havilland .

Auster .

Manufacturer

Hindustan ...

de Havilland .

Fairey -

India.

U.K.

U.K.Miscellaneous ..

Sealand SA-6 .. U.K.Short .



hooting Star RT-33 (F -80 )---- Lockheed .

Skytrain C - 47A (R4D) .. Douglas.

Shooting Star T-33A ( F - 80 ). Lockheed ..

Harvard LT -6G (SNJ) North American ..

Harvard RLT -6G (SNJ) North American ..

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.



villand .

North American .

Percival .

de Havilland..

Auster .

Cessna .

Piper .

Manufacturer

de Havilland

Percival .

Vickers

de Havilland .

A. V. Roe .

de Havilland .

Manufacturer

Armstrong -Whitworth .

Sud-Aviation

Dassault ...

Dassault ..

Sud -Aviation

Gloster...

North American ..

Dassault .

Sud-Aviation ...

Douglas.

Nord .

Sikorsky

Sikorsky -

Sud-Aviation .

Gloster .

Fouga .

North American ...

Helicopter ..

U.S.A.

France.

France.

U.S.A.

France.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

France.

UK.

France.

U.S.A.

Trainer ..

Miscellaneous.. Super Cub PA- 18 ..
U.S.A.

Piper



K.

Canada.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Italy .

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Italy .

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Canada.

Italy.

U.S.A.

Italy.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Italy .

Italy .

Italy .

Italy .

Italy.

Italy .

Italy .

Italy.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Helicopter --

Trainer

Miscellaneous

JAPAN

The Japanese Air Self Defense Force

The Japanese Air Force is called the Air Self Defense Force (ASDF). It was established

on 1 July 1954 .

Type Designation Manufacturer Country

Fighter ---

Transport

Helicopter

Sabre F-86D, F .--

Commando C-46 (R5C )

Chickasaw H - 19.-

Work Horse H-21B .

Shooting Star T-33A ( F -80 )

Texan T-6 (SNJ)--

Mentor T-34 .

Trojan T - 28 ..

Vampire T - 11 .

T1A..

KAL- 1 .

Trainer

North American .

Curtiss .

Sikorsky -

Vertol ..

Lockheed ..

North American ..

Beech .--

North American .

de Havilland .

Fuji-...

Kawasaki .

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Japan.

Japan.
Miscellaneous



g L- 19 .

L - 21

KAL - 1

LM - 1 ..

Sikorsky -

Vertol.

Bell ..

Cessna .

Piper ..

Kawasaki

Fugi.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Japan.

Japan.



Sikorsky H- 19 ( S -55)

Shooting Star T-33 ( F-80) ---

Texan T-6 (SNJ) --

T-28 ...

Bird Dog L-19 .

Commander 520 (L - 26 ) .

Cessna 180 .-

North American ..

Curtiss ..

Sikorsky

Lockheed

North American ..

North American ..

Cessna .

Aero ..

Cessna

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Miscellaneous



illand .

Percival .

de Havilland .

Manufacturer

Scottish Aviation

de Havilland . -

Scottish Aviation ..

Manufacturer

de Havilland ...

Republic .

Douglas

Douglas

Douglas-

North American .

North American .

Beech ..

Beech..

Stearman

U.K.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Miscellaneous..
Expeditor C-45 (JRB).

U.S.A.Beech ..



ockheed .

Skytrain C-47 (R4D) -- Douglas

Friendship F-27 . Fokker

Meteor Mk. VII . Gloster .

Shooting Star T-33A ( F -80 ). Lockheed ..

S- 14 .. Fokker .

S- 11 .. Fokker .

Harvard T-6 (SNJ) North American .

Tiger Moth II.- de Havilland .

Alouette Sud-Aviation .

Kolibri..
borgword .

Trainer .

Italy.

U.K.

U.K.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Netherlands.

U.K.

U.S.A.

Netherlands.

Netherlands.

U.S.A.

U.K.

France.

Germany.

Helicopter .





-47 (R4D) --

H- 13 Bell - 47 (HTL )

Texan T-6 (SNJ) --

Kansas T- 11 (SNB- 1 ) .

Valiant SNV- 1 .

Cornell PT-19 ...

Bonanza ..

Aeronca Sedan L- 16 ..

Piper Cub L - 4 .

Sentinel L-5 ..

Cessna 180.

Expeditor C-45 (JRB)

Norseman C-64 ..

Catalina PBY-5A .

Douglas. U.S.A.

Bell .- U.S.A.

North American . U.S.A.

Beech .. U.S.A.

Convair ( Consolidated -Vultee )-- | U.S.A.

Fairchild . U.S.A.

Beech . U.S.A.

Aeronca U.S.A.

Piper-
U.S.A.

Convair-Stinson . U.S.A.

Cessna U.S.A.

Beech . U.S.A.

Canadair.. Canada.

Convair (Consolidated - Vultee ) -- | U.S.A.



n . U.S.A.

de Havilland . U.K.

Vega.
U.S.A.

Lockheed . U.S.A.

Beech .. U.S.A.

Cessna . U.S.A.

de Havilland . Canada.

Convair (Consolidated - Vultee)-- U.S.A.

Convair -Stinson .. U.S.A.

Helio Aircraft Corp.. U.S.A.

Miscellaneous ..

PHILIPPINES

Type Designation Manufacturer Country

Fighter

Transport .--

Helicopter

Trainer

Sabre F-86D . North American ...

Sabre F - 86F . North American

Skytrain C-47B ( R4D) Douglas.

Friendship F - 27 .-
Fokker .

Chickasaw H- 19A . Sikorsky -

Sioux H- 13D .. Bell ...

Shooting Star RT-33A (F - 80 )-- Lockheed .

Mentor T-34A.- . Beech .

Shooting Star T-33A ( F-80) . Lockheed .--

Trojan T - 28A North American ...

Texan T-6 (SNJ) North American .

Albatross SA- 16A . Grumman .

Sentinel L-5E ... Stinson..

LC- 180 Cessna .

LC-310 ---- Cessna

Commander L-26 . Aero ..

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Netherlands.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Miscellaneous..
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.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Trainer ...

Miscellaneous



Manufacturer

de Havilland .

Douglas .

Douglas

Fairchild .

Sikorsky

North American .

Temco .

Heliopolis---

de Havilland ..

Short .

Manufacturer

Canadair

de Havilland .

de Havilland .

Avro ..

Vickers ..

Douglas-

de Havilland ..

Sikorsky

Westland

de Havilland .

North American .

Dornier-Werke ..

de Havilland

Lockheed .

Canada .

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

U.K.

U.S.A.

U.K.

U.S.A.

U.K.

U.K.

U.S.A.

Germany.

U.K.

U.S.A.

Helicopter ..

Trainer

Miscellaneous



ilatus

North American

Dornier ..

Beech ..

Messerschmitt .

SNCAN .

Piper ..

Messerschmitt

Nord ..

Switzerland.

Germany.

France .

France .

U.S.A.

U.K.

Switzerland.

Switzerland .

Switzerland.

U.S.A.

Germany.

U.S.A.

Germany.

France

U.S.A.

Germany.

France .

Miscellaneous







hooting Star RT-33A ( F -80 )--- Lockheed .

Dakota C -47 ( R4D) Douglas.

DC - 6 . Douglas--

JU -52 . Junkers .

Crate IL- 14 . Ilyushin ..

Whirlwind .. Westland ( Under license from

Sikorsky ) --

H-5 . Sikorsky

H-23 Hiller ..

Shooting Star T-33A ( F -80)- Lockheed .

Aero 2/3 ..

U.K.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

U.S.A.

Yugoslavia

Yugoslavia

Yugoslavia

Yugoslavia

Yugoslavia

U.K.

Ikarus/UTVA.

214 . Ikarus

213 . Utva .

522 . Ikarus

KB-6 . Letov.

Anson .. Avro .

Dove .. de Havilland ..

Beaver de Havilland .

Sealand . Short ..

Trainer

Miscellaneous U.K.

U.K.

U.K.
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